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over the past 2 minutes Most users ever online was on Sun May 03, pm. Privacy Terms. Quick
links. Announcements Find announcements, news, and the rules here. Forum Talk Talk about
Forum Improvements or anything about the forums. General General discussion about our
beloved Tercel 4WD cars. Tercel Gallery and Projects Post about yourself, your Tercel, or your
Tercel projects in here, share pictures of your Tercel, or post trip threads! Off-Topic Post here
about Cars for sale This forum is for cars that run, or at least are close to running. This isn't for
parting out complete cars. Look here! Subforum: Part number temp. Have a question? Ask it in
here! Repair Guides Here's some good repair guides for your Tercel Look here for help first!
Tool Talk! Look around here for some great advice on getting the most out of your tools! Tips
and tricks! Other Cars. Toyota Talk about the other members of the Toyota family here. Etc
swap, or how to work on it, post here! Other Gallery Post your non Tercel pictures, projects, etc!
Everything Else Talk about your non Toyota cars and projects here! Who is online In total there
are 29 users online :: 2 registered, 0 hidden and 27 guests based on users active over the past 2
minutes Most users ever online was on Sun May 03, pm. Starting with the second generation,
the Tercel dealership network was changed to Vista Store , as its badge engineered sibling, the
Corolla II, was exclusive to Corolla Store locations. The Tercel was the first front-wheel drive
vehicle produced by Toyota, establishing a layout and frame that was later used in other
popular Toyota models. Also, Toyota designed the then new A series engine for the Tercel,
attempting simultaneously to achieve good fuel economy and performance and low emissions.
Choice of body styles increased as well, with the addition of a four-door sedan. The name
"Tercel" derives from the Latin word for "one third" as the Tercel was slightly smaller than the
Corolla [ citation needed ] â€”much the way " tiercel " refers to a male falcon, which is one-third
smaller than its female counterpart. Hino assembled the third generation Tercel from to for the
two-door and some three-door models. The hatchback's rear design was the result of using
taillights similar in design to those used on the bigger Mark II : the Tercel was originally
intended to be sold through Toyopet Stores , alongside the Mark II. Transmission choices were
either a four- or five-speed manual, or a three-speed automatic available with the 1. In this new
front-wheel-drive design, the first for Toyota, the engine is mounted longitudinally. The
transmission is mounted under the floorpan, as is the case in a rear-wheel-drive car. Unlike a
rear-wheel-drive car, the transmission has a ring and pinion gear on the front part of the
transmission, underneath the engine. The engine, transmission and differential are located a
little off of the centre line of the car. Halfshafts then extend from the transmission to the front
wheels. This made for a taller package than usual, making the beltline higher as well, but Toyota
felt that traditionalists might be scared off by a transverse setup. As early as , Toyota also
hinted that this setup made the conversion to a four-wheel-drive setup easier, [11] although
such a version had to wait for the second generation. The Tercel also had rack and pinion
steering , the first time such a design was used by Toyota since the GT. In August , the Tercel
and Corsa underwent a facelift, with considerable changes to the front and minor ones to the
interior and rear. Toyota redesigned the Tercel in May , now called the Tercel in all markets. Its
internal model code is the L20 series. It was available in three- or five-door hatchback models or
a four-door station wagon, and also as a four-door sedan in Japan. The wagon was also
available with four-wheel drive front-wheel-drive wagons were only available in select markets.
In Japan, a four-wheel-drive sedan was also available; it, too remained in production alongside
the wagon version even after the introduction of the third generation Tercel. Standard
front-wheel drive vehicles and four-wheel drive wagons not equipped with the six-speed manual
transmission came with either a three-speed automatic or a four- or five-speed manual
transmission. The four-speed manual was reserved for the very simplest version in North
American markets. In Japan, body styles on offer were different for the different models as they
had to suit the lineups of the various dealer networks. As only the first two generations were
sold officially in Europe, this was the last generation of the Tercel series available there, with
either the hatchback or station wagon bodywork. In Japan, power outputs were as follows:.
North American Tercels were all fitted with the 1. In Europe, both the 1. In some markets,
engines received minor improvements, such as reformulated combustion chambers to improve
emissions and fuel economy , higher compression ratios, and new auxiliary devices for the
carburettor assemblies. The four-wheel-drive models chassis code AL25 , only with the 1. The
sixth gear it carries is an "extra low" EL first gear, a standard transmission gear with a very low
4. The EL gear generates a It is only available when in four-wheel drive, and because of its low
gear-ratio it is suitable only for very low-speed use. Also included with better equipped
four-wheel-drive models was an inclinometer above the radio and air conditioner that measures
the tilt of the car. The new Tercel 4WD was built from existing pieces in the Toyota inventory.
The engine, transaxle and front-wheel-drive system were from the existing Tercel; the

longitudinally mounted engine made such a conversion a simple affair. When the driver pulls
the 4WD selector lever back into four-wheel drive, or presses a button on the gear selector for
the automatic transmission, front and rear differentials are driven at the same RPM via a direct
mechanical coupling. There is no conventional center differential , so the four-wheel-drive
system can be used only on loose or slippery road surfaces such as snow, gravel, or sand ;
otherwise the drivetrain experiences severe wear, and handling is compromised. The third
power option which was only available on the six-speed manual is low range. This is not the
same as the low-range power option found in a truck or conventional SUV , as the Tercel lacks a
high-range-low-range transfer case. When the lever is placed in four-wheel-drive mode it
becomes possible to down shift the vehicle from first to EL. In there were minor changes to gear
ratios and to the grille design, and the interior was updated in The Tercel wagon and four-door
sedan in Japan continued with the same design until February when the Sprinter Carib was
replaced by a larger, Corolla-based design , while the sedans and hatchbacks moved on to the
newer design. In , Toyota introduced the slightly larger third generation Tercel with a new valve
engine which featured a variable venturi carburetor, and later models with EFI. From this
generation on, the engine is mounted transversely, with the transmission mounted on the right
side of the engine in a layout developed by Dante Giacosa and earlier popularised in such
vehicles as the Fiat and Volkswagen Golf. Other changes included revised rack-and-pinion
steering and a newly designed, fully independent suspension. The Tercel continued in North
America as Toyota's least expensive vehicle, while it was no longer offered in Europe. In other
markets, the smaller Starlet was also offered. The GP-Turbo trim also came with a unique
facelift, which included hidden headlamps. This was also when the two-door sedan model was
introduced, sometimes referred to as a "coupe" in the United States. In , Toyota also introduced
a turbodiesel version with Toyota's 1. This was mainly sold in the Japanese domestic market.
The wagon version continued to be of the previous generation, as did the four-door sedan
which was not exported to most countries , and continued to be so until it was moved to the
Corolla's underpinnings in The variable venturi carburettor reportedly has some problems,
especially in the earlier models, such as a too rich mixture, which is caused by the too thin
Teflon coating of the fuel-metering needle, which erodes over time due to friction. It also has
had problems with the compensator choke device , which can also cause overly rich mixture
when not working properly. Non-motorized two-point passive seatbelts for the front-seats were
introduced in Toyota introduced the fourth generation Tercel in September , as either a
three-door hatchback or as a sedan with either two or four doors. In the North American
markets it was powered by either a 1. The hatchback was not offered in North America, while the
two-door sedan was not sold in any market outside of the US and Canada. In Japan, the Tercel
was also offered in 4WD versions. Hatchback models were VC, Joinus and Avenue. The higher
level Japanese sedans have different tail lights and a better-equipped interior than the export
models. Color-keyed bumpers, full wheel covers and folded rear seat were optional on the DX,
standard on the LE. The LE has red trunk garnish similar to the Japanese model. The model had
a minor exterior redesign to the front and rear fascias and the addition of a standard driver's
side airbag and available anti-lock brakes. The Tercel was carried over to with no major
changesâ€” Haloalkane , a non-CFC refrigerant was used in the air conditioning system. In
Chile, the Tercel was introduced in as a four-door sedan with a 1. The "DX" basic version came
with tachometer and four spoke steering wheel. It gained moderate success due to the Corolla
name. In September , a Canadian-spec version was introduced to Chile to replace the previous
one with a new 1. Unlike the previous one, it was simply called "Tercel". It was brought along
the Canadian-spec Corolla to meet the new emission standard since no Latin American version
of either was yet available with a catalytic converter. Due to the higher trim level of the
Canadian-spec versions, the Tercel was initially marketed as a successor of the Corolla E90 ,
which had just been discontinued. This made it a very successful car. Designed between and ,
by Shinichi Hiranaka and Yasuhisa Hamano, in September , for the model year, Toyota
introduced an all-new Tercel. The new design offered a stiffer body [ citation needed ] with
better handling and was one of only a handful of cars in the US to have OBDII in Retaining its
compact packaging and high quality, the new Tercel featured a redesigned exterior and new
engine. The Tercel now offered standard driver's and passenger's side airbags in the United
States, but only a driver's side bag for Canada. Three-point seatbelts for front and outboard rear
passengers and adjustable shoulder-belt anchor points for front seat passengers were installed
on four-door models. All models met federal standards for side-impact protection, and offered
anti-lock brakes. Standard models came with only a four-speed manual or automatic
transmission and grey bumpers, while DX models were offered with the addition of
body-colored bumpers and either a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission. Its
all-new appearance appears to be influenced by the Japanese-market Toyota Camry V40 series,

also introduced that year. Both vehicles were available together at Toyota Corolla Store
Japanese dealerships. Design patents were filed at the Japan Patent Office on 12 October ,
under patent number In Japan, the Tercel was again also offered with the Corsa and Corolla II
nameplates, for sale through parallel marketing channels. There was also a three-door
hatchback body version offered in addition to the four-door sedan. The two-door sedan was
only ever marketed in North America. There was also a four-wheel-drive option available in
Japan. The interior design pushed the dash further away, but brought the switches closer. This
same dashboard left sided version was shared with the Toyota Starlet and Toyota Paseo of the
time. The all-new DOHC 1. For , all North American market Tercels were available only in the CE
trim level and incorporated many of the standard and optional items from previous base and DX
models. All Tercels came standard with a new inch wheel and tire combination. Inside, the
Tercel's dashboard was revised with rotary ventilation controls. All Toyota models had revised
seat fabric and door panels. For , the Tercel's styling was updated, highlighted by multi-reflector
headlights, a revised grille and front fascia design and clear lens turn signal lights for the front
and rear. The Tercel's rear styling was also enhanced with redesigned composite tail-lights and
updated bumper molding. The new molding extended across the entire length of the rear
bumper. Production of the Tercel for the American market ended in as the model was
superseded by the Echo. Production for Japan, Canada and some other countries continued
through Taiwanese production continued until All Tercels featured a 5E-FE 1. With that engine
the car took only The car was revolutionary to that market at the time, and it was elected "car of
the year" in Chile. The XLi version was basic with no tach, and power steering was an option.
The GLi had power steering, four arm steering wheels, trunk and gas cap remote opening; and
three pointed rear seat belts standard. It was offered with either a five-speed manual
transmission or a four-speed automatic. The model had multi-reflector headlights, new fascia,
bumpers and clear turn signal lights; in the rear, new mirror style taillights and new bumper. It
was a huge success, becoming the second best-selling car in Chile for four years. In Thailand, a
version of the Tercel with different front and rear fascias was sold as the Toyota Soluna. The
name "Soluna" is taken from Spanish words sol , meaning "sun" and luna , meaning "moon".
The plain Soluna was a big seller in Thailand. A facelifted Soluna appeared in Thailand in late
and arrived in Indonesia mid The Tercel is also sold in Taiwan, which was manufactured and
assembled by Kuozui Motors. The Tercel remained smaller than the Corolla throughout its
production, though by the end of its production the Tercel had become almost the same size as
the North American-market â€” Corollas that were current at the time the Tercel was introduced.
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bought it for a friend of mine to replace his rotten 4th gen with my old turbo system. Its in above
average shape for a salt belt car, I guess spending its life in Virginia gave it some extra years
before major rot. The body stuff went to another friend with a 4th gen that always seems to find
stuff to run into, or be ran into. So the intial plans are to throw a motor in it and beat it for the
season. Then hopefully around this time next year the car will recieve the 1nz swap I orignally
picked up to put in Floyd, my pink tercel. Along the way I will upgrade the brakes to my favorite,
Mazda rotors, corolla calipers and camry master cylinder. I am undecided about the suspension.

Finally my replacment motor is en route to me and I should have it after the weekend. Im
sticking in a motor from a 98, so no EGR. Also I got my old LSD, 5speed trans back, so that will
go in with it all. Im fully servicing the new motor, seals, timing belt, water pump, etc and I have
an full-face ebay stage 2 clutch coming. Ive havent had much luck with them before, but this is a
different brand and the motor is stock for now, so I might work out. Runs really strong! Kinda
cool i guess. Maybe might get the old set up from Floyd if it sticks around. Right now I just need
it to be a runner. You would also need custom axles and mounts lol. Very nice! I just got my
Tercel on the road yesterday. It is a 2dr sport. Only bought for four hundred and some bucks. I
originally bought it as an engine donor for my Innocenti but noticed it was almost rust free
when I got it home bought in the dark as I only cared for the motor - figures when I ignore all the
buying common sense rules I end up with a cherry of a car. Couldn't cut it up so now it is the
kids car but it is quite nice to drive. I plan on borrowing it often. What are the details on the
brake upgrade? I probably won't do it anytime soon but when they need replaced Generally
most street cars are fine with this, tho I did track that set up with real race pads and was OK, but
I eventually needed more capacity. The way I normally go, is Mazda Protege rotors and Corolla
calipers. You have to grind some meat off the mating surface of the caliber bracket to spindle to
center it over the Mazda rotor, but its an amazing feeling set up. I also run a Camry MC to have
immediate take up in the pedal. On this car I might experiment with some Celica parts that I
have. I got to get bigger wheels first. This car is an absolute hoot to drive and I forgot how much
fun a nearly stock Tercel with a manual can be. If you are looking for upgraded brakes you can
use st calipers. They sure are pricey tho. You going 16x8 or 17x8? I have brakes off a regular
car tho that I am going to play with. Tho they might be the same as the Corolla calipers I
normally run. Wheels are most likely 15s. I have a few wheels I like, just no extra fundage to
spend atm. Tho Im not opposed to something obnoxious in a 17 or 18 just to hurt people eyes.
There is a proper idler to replace the PS but you can never find them, so I came up with this.
Only problem it does hit the frame rail on right hand turns. And its a bit awkward to install. Id
like to try to find a smaller unit, or at least one that is like the other way around in design. Then
maybe I can make a nicer solution that I can also be proud to reproduce. Then about 10min after
that picture up in the mountains I blew a brake line and went backwards off the road. Luckily im
fine, car is fine However I had absolutely no brake pedal at all. Have you found any rear disc
substitute other than the starlet? Thank you. You'll need to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital
Edition Buy a Subscription. Ill lay out my plans for this car in a later post :. So today I made
quick work of dropping the motor and trans out. Motor, 4spd trans, ac bracket and manifolds
lbs. Got Earl running about 3 weeks ago. Just in time for me to hurt Floyd, but hey Earl is
helping out. Dual motor Tercel! Take that, Tesla Getting a turbo for Earl? In reply to Agent98 :
Maybe might get the old set up from Floyd if it sticks around. Yeah, what's up with that
coil-on-plug setup you've got there? Huh, toyota gets wierder every day. What's the plan with
Earl here? Just bash around and let something come naturally? In reply to mycars12 : I have
brakes off a regular car tho that I am going to play with. In reply to malibuguy : corolla calipers
are 1 pot and the mx3 rotors are like ? In reply to mycars12 : Not sure. The big thing is they are
much thicker. Whoa man that sounds like quite a close call and quite a nail-biting drive home.
Glad you made it! Thank you malibuguy said: Along the way I will upgrade the brakes to my
favorite, Mazda rotors, corolla calipers and camry master cylinder. Jump To Lots of Fabrication
Talk. Try Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site
by Rise. We found you speeding on AutoLanka Forums without any registration! If you want the
best experience, please sign in. Safe driving! Asked by Uddika Ishan , May 12, There have been
no answers to this question yet. You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed.
Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. By iRage Started July
29, S Started March 3, By vajz Started December 1, Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Google.
Answer this question Ask a question. Uddika Ishan 0 Posted May 12, Posted May 12, Link to
post Share on other sites. Recommended Posts. Join the conversation You can post now and
register later. Answer this question Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to question listing.
Recent Status Updates. I mean all the english numbers go above 20 and all the non english
numbers go below 17, so there is nothing with an english number to buy for 18 or If you say you
are buying for personal use, they will quote you a higher price. But if you tell them you are
buying to sell it, they will quote you a lower price. They are keeping a buiya code. Tried and
tested, it works 3. The same car is advertised by 3 different baiya's in the 3 weeks. The rest of
the remaining cars advertised are sold buy non baiya's who has bought the car not less than 2
weeks, which again makes them a baiya indirectly. MaleCortana Woke up in the morning to see
multiple Presea's for sale around the 1. Magnum Drove a Toyota Century, what a machine. The
5. Can this get any worse? The journey The journey begins.. Walk around - Part I. Walk Around -

Part II. Euro Car News. Post Whoring - Part 3. Do dreams come true? Fb13 Fuel Consumption.
Usability of usd CIF permit in for a Merc. Sign In Register. I don't know if it is necessary to
mention it in the article, but the second generation Tercel was also sold here in Norway. As far
as I know it was only sold as a 4-wheel drive station wagon. Comments from User A tercel is a
bird of prey, they named their car for this. Also, many people have this name, because of the
bird, I hope. Just a stub maybe, the avian origins of this name are lost even to a casual google
for the love of knowledge Please, maybe just a note on the page? Tercel: a type of hawk. Also,
there's a car named for it, and a bunch of people What say? Someone try to find an ancient
tercel clunking around and photograph it, I would try but I do not have a digital camera. This
article claims that the 5 door hatchback was discontinued for the model year. This information
is not correct, I own a 5 door hatchback tercel. I'm not sure I see anything in there that is
particular to Chile. No mention of models being introduced earlier or produced later, no mention
of engines which weren't available in other markets, except MAYBE that 1. Someone from some
other South American country might be able to confirm whether this stuff was
South-America-wide. Much of the text of the article appears to have lifted from the Toyota Tercel
History link listed at the bottom of the article. Otherwise, the article has nary a footnote. Toyota
press link now points to the archive. Most of the links deleted are to forums, which are generally
not suitable inclusions as external links. Don't panic ; deletions can take a little longer at
Commons than they do on Wikipedia. This gives you an opportunity to contest the deletion
although please review Commons guidelines before doing so. The best way to contest this form
of deletion is by posting on the image talk page. To take part in any discussion, or to review a
more detailed deletion rationale please visit the relevant image page File:Tercel mounting. There
seems to be a disagreement over whether the first gen is a 2-door coupe or a 2-door sedan.
Toyota is notoriously unreliable when classifying its body types but generally coupe or hardtop
is used for frameless windows on the doors or a lack of a B pillar the pole just behind the door.
Sedan normally means the windows have frame and the B pillar is present. I know the Tercel
was sold in the UK, Australia, New Zealand and Europe and was reasonably popular in those
markets in the budget end of the market. My sister had a Tercel wagon, I think it was a It was a
Rear wheel drive, Please correct your article. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Toyota
Tercel received a peer review by Wikipedia editors, which is now archived. It may contain ideas
you can use to improve this article. Please use consensus-building before making major edits
to this article. This is the talk page for discussing improvements to the Toyota Tercel article.
This is not a forum for general discussion of the article's subject. Put new text under old text.
Click here to start a new topic. New to Wikipedia? Learn to edit ; get help. Assume good faith Be
polite and avoid personal attacks Be welcoming to newcomers Seek dispute resolution if
needed Article policies. Cars portal. Japan portal. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
New section View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Assume good faith Be polite and avoid personal attacks Be
welcoming to newcomers Seek dispute resolution if needed. Article policies No original
research Neutral point of view Verifiability. This article is of interest to the following
WikiProjects :. WikiProject Automobiles. Cars portal v t e This article is within the scope of
WikiProject Automobiles , a collaborative effort to improve the coverage of automobiles on
Wikipedia. If you would like to participate, please visit the project page, where you can join the
discussion and see a list of open tasks. This article has been rated as Start-Class on the
project's quality scale. This article has been rated as Mid-importance on the project's
importance scale. Japan portal v t e This article is within the scope of the WikiProject Japan , a
collaborative effort to improve the coverage of Japan -related articles on Wikipedia. If you would
like to participate , please visit the project page , where you can join the project, participate in
relevant discussions , and see lists of open tasks. This page is supported by the Japanese cars
task force. WikiProject Brands. You can help improve this article! An image used in this article,
File:Tercel mounting. If the image is non-free then you may need to upload it to Wikipedia
Commons does not allow fair use If the image isn't freely licensed and there is no fair use
rationale then it cannot be uploaded or used. If the image has already been deleted you may
want to try Commons Undeletion Request To take part in any discussion, or to review a more
detailed deletion rationale please visit the relevant image page File:Tercel mounting. Legend
has it, Front Runner was born between two seasoned off-road vehicles in Botswana. A handful
of friends from South Africa with backgrounds in engineering, design, manufacturing and
off-road racing gathered around a campfire and shared their struggles with equipment failures
from expeditions past. Loved by Toyota owners globally, we are locally headquartered in
Agoura Hills, California and offer free shipping on racks within the lower 48 states together with
a limited lifetime warranty. Remember Me? Site Navigation. New T4R. ORG member
introductions and welcomes. For all new members, you can Today PM. General Discussions. All

things Overlanding thread. Upgrade to or wait. Post pics of your Wet Passenger Floor - any
Anyone mount a solar panel to Lots of FS: Gobi Hi-Lift mounts with Discuss things of interest,
not necessarily related to the T4R. Technical Service Bulletins for All Models. Discussions
related to off-roading in the T4R modifications, techniques, etc. Best way to learn? Yesterday
AM. New cargo rack. Technical discussions on engines, suspension, wheels, tires, audio,
accessories, etc. Brought to you by:. Kings or Icons? Maintenance and detailing information
and discussions. Fluid changes, belts, detailing, etc. Original Toyota CV joint or Discuss
warranty issues and various problems you encounter with your 4Runner. Strange Engine Noise.
Run polls on anything that interests you. View some of the previous polls. Is business picking
up or Dealers - Your Experience. Help future buyers by talking about your experience with
particular dealers. Selman Chevrolet I know it's When you can't justify Yesterday PM. All Other
Vehicles. This is primarily a T4R forum - but feel free to discuss other vehicles here. Your one
stop shop for everything 4Runner Official Site: 4runnerlifestyle. Official representative: 4Runner
Lifestyle. Boslla designs and manufactures innovative automotive lighting products to improve
your night safety and fun driving experience. Official representative: Boslla Lighting. Georg,
Utah. Toyota 4Runners are our passion and we currently only sell aftermarket 4Runner parts. All
the sets we ordered were either extremely spotty or dimmer than the stock halogen low beams.
We thought, we can definitely offer a better LED that these. After months of testing we found an
LED that worked perfectly with the difficult 4Runner low beams. Give our website a visit and
check them out! Since starting, we have expanded into other lighting for the 4Runner and have
also added 4th gen products. We are growing every day and will also be offering wheels, roof
racks, bumpers, suspension, and more in the near future. Official Site: drzoffroad. Wheeler's
Off-Road. Wheeler's Off-Road, Inc has been in business since We're adding more vehicle
applications and we're happy to quote on products for other vehicles or any parts you don't see
on our site. Wheeler's is a stocking warehouse distributor Our warehouse is located in Southern
Oregon for all the top brands you are seeking for your suspension, brake and chassis parts
needs as well as having a lot of products that we manufacture. We have competitive pricing and
we want your business. Wheeler's goal is to give our customers a great buying experience.
Wheeler's is adding many new products as quickly as possible so please keep checking back.
Official Site: Official representative: Wheeler's Off-Road, Inc. No Sales Tax! C4 Fabrication. C4
Fabrication specializes in heavy duty off road protection for your 4runner. Our products are
functional and purpose built while also maintaining an appearance that stands out from the
other brands on the market. Watch our forum posts and website for new products as they
become available for Toyota off-road vehicles. Official representative: C4 Fabrication. C4 FAB
early 4th gen TRDparts4u was formed in as the on-line accessory store for the parts department
at Toyota of Dallas. In the years to follow, it has grown to be a globally recognized name for TRD
Toyota Racing Development parts and accessories, Genuine Toyota parts and accessories, and
many, many other producst made specifically for Toyotas and Toyota Trucks and 4x4's. Official
Site: trdparts4u. Official representative: trdparts4u. Off Road Warehouse. Welcome to Off Road
Warehouse. We are on and off road enthusiasts. We have been involved in some form of off
road racing or events for more than 30 years. Started in to service the local off road racers, who
at one time could not easily find the parts and components needed to compete in events such
as the Baja and Baja We have competed and won multiple events in different classes. Our
combined experience totals well over years. We currently have more than different product
lines, including some unusual or hard to find items. In the process we hope to keep you as a
long term customer. We are into what we do. If you have a club and would like help with an
event you are putting on, contact us. If you have some images of your Truck, Buggy, Jeep and
want them on the website, click here to email us your pictures! Official representative:
OffRoadWarehouse. Wanna be COOL? Yeti Coolers Rago Fabrication. Rago Fabrication is a
veteran family owned off-road product manufacturer. We design and fabricate quality off-road
products right here in the USA. Official representative: Ragofabrication. Battery Box. Salex
Organizers. Salex Organizers designs and manufactures all products in Colorado. Established
in The first organizer was developed for the Toyota Tacoma. Simple products making great
solutions! Salex Organizers now makes center console organizers, center console trays, and
glove box organizers for many cars, trucks, and SUVs. Three products are available for the 5th
generation 4Runner. The lower center console grid organizer , the upper center console tray
organizer, and the glovebox organizer. Salex Organizers manufactures and sells all products so
you can expect great customer support. Satisfied customers telling their friends and leaving
positive reviews is the goal. Youtube: Official representative: Salex. Product videos for center
VTXWheels is dedicated to providing the highest quality wheels with the winning combination
of a modern and unique design with elegant craftsmanship. We are passionate about
off-roading as we are with building and designing our wheels. It is our pleasure to provide the

off-road enthusiasts with quality and aesthetically pleasing wheel designs. Official
representative: VTXWheels. Introducing the VTX Rogue and With over 20 years in the custom
wheels business, our buying power allows us to offer our clients substantial discounts on
wheels and tires Official Site: Official representative: WheelHero. For 18 years SDHQ has
continued to raise the standard of what an off-road shop should be. SDHQ bases its principals
around a strong commitment to customer service, quality products, competitive prices, and
professional installation. We pride ourselves on our attention to detail and quality work. SDHQ
has built a reputation for being perfectionists and for delivering a higher level of work. Our goal
is to build long lasting relationships with our customers, we are not interested in cheap
gimmicks or quick sales. When customers leave our shop we want them to walk away knowing
that their work was done right, we will stand behind it, and they received the best value for their
money spent with us. We look forward to continuing to provide a higher level of service to the
off-road community. Official Site: sdhqoffroad. A little about us. Cali Raised LED. We have 17
warehouse locations located throughout California, Arizona, and Nevada. Our mission is plain
and simple. We strive to bring our customers the highest quality products at the lowest prices
possible. We don't believe people need to spend thousands of dollars for lights so we are here
to bring them the products they need. Led lighting is so diverse and we are here to bring lights
to everyone. Hunters, fishermen, off-road lovers, ATV riders, or anyone who needs more light!
Official Site: caliraisedled. Official representative: caliraisedled. LED Headlights. Coastal
Offroad. At Coastal Offroad, we design plate bumper and skid plate kits for your Toyota
4Runner. Founded earlier this year, we are taking our diverse mechanical engineering
experience and applying it to the off road market to deliver products that you can rely on. Our
weld-together bumper kits provide the best approach angle and ground clearance of any
bumpers available on the market. Combine this with unbeatable vehicle protection and you have
offroad armor that will drastically increase the off-road capability of your vehicle. All kits are
precision CNC cut and delivered with detailed instructions that can be easily followed by a
novice welder. Official Site: coastaloffroad. Official representative: BrandonF. Need DIY vehicle
workspace or want to get paid for sharing your garage with other enthusiasts? GarageTime is
an online marketplace for Do-It-Yourself workspace. Our website lets motor enthusiasts find,
book, and pay for vehicle workspace, and helps garage owners get paid for sharing their space.
Official representative: bookgaragetime. We help motor enthusiasts RSG Specializes in sales
and installation of aftermarket suspension systems, mobile electronics, and custom metal
fabrication. We are responsible for the T40R Official Site: Official representative: JasonRSG.
Our remote start systems are designed with the end user in mind. Whether you are a dealership
technician or a weekend warrior you will be able to install our products with no issues. Most of
our remote starters can be activated right from your OEM key fob by pressing the lock button 3
times. Need more range? No problem all of our solutions are offered with long range remote RF
kits in 1-way and 2-way variations. Need something you don't see? Just ask! We live and
breathe wiring if you have any questions feel free to ask. Official Site: accessorides. Official
representative: Accessorides. Accessorides Remote Start Raingler products will only use the
highest caliber and proven components in our products. We do not strive to build the cheapest
product we can; but carefully craft the product that will still be in service and functioning fully
years, if not decades from now. We never know what our products will encounter. Any condition
or application around the globe, land, air or sea, and all of us here take pride in our very
high-quality performance cargo nets. Official Site: raingler. Proline 4wd Equipment. Proline 4wd
Equipment was establish in by a wheeler enthusiast that wanted 4x4 accessories that were not
available to the market at the time. We have constantly improved our product manufacturing to
ensure every new product and modification is been better than the last, while maintaining
highest possible quality. Official Site: proline4x4. Official representative: Proline4x4bumpers.
Battle Born Offroad. Battle Born Offroad is the Southwest's fast growing offroad part supplier
that is quickly becoming a leader in the aftermarket parts industry. Please contact us today to
get started on your build and be sure to check out our threads for current specials you wont
find anywhere else! Official representative: babyjake Coming from over 15 years of experience
in the automotive wheel industry Venomrex was established to give adventurous and
free-spirited drivers a brand to call their own. One that satisfies not only the heart with bold,
inspired, and unconventional designs. But also the mind, with innovative Flow Forged
construction that guarantees unsurpassed strength and durability under any road conditions.
Venomrex: the wheel to choose when Adventure strikes. Official representative: Venomrex.
Performance driven, race tested, Baja proven - Baja Designs engineers and manufactures
American made products, using only the best components available, right here in San Diego,
California. Enthusiasts know that BD provides the highest quality and meticulously crafted LED
lights on the market today. This video details every breath that Baja Designs takes in and lets

out. From the engineering phase led by founder and lead engineer, Alan Roach. To the finished
products on elite race vehicles, special forces military vehicles, and everything in between. Baja
Designs breathes passion, quality, and performance. With off road LED lighting solutions that
are second to none, it is no surprise that Baja Designs has become known world-wide as The
Scientists of Lighting. Official representative: Baja Designs. Baja Designs - Forum Discount LFD
Off Road is a division of an industrial machinery manufacturing and metal fabricating company.
Our parent companies specialize in heavy machinery construction and metal fabrication, and we
have married our expertise from those companies with our love of Toyotas to create our LFD Off
Road division. Official representative: Jason B. OEM Audio Plus. Premium sound and design
specifically for the Toyota 4Runner. Official representative: oemaudioplus. Offering quality steel
and aluminum goods for Toyota 4x4s, proudly designed and fabricated in the USA. Official
representative: victory-4x4. Overland Gear Guy. Overland Gear Guy manufactures custom
overland gear including seat organizers, pouches, spare tire trash bags, recovery bag, visor
organizers, and much more. What began as manufacturing customized gear for police, military,
EMS back in has evolved into heavy duty overland gear built to withstand the rugged needs of
off-road life. We proudly make our products in the USA and our design, manufacturing, and
customer support team are in-house. When you reach out to us, you'll get a real person rather
than a random person in a different country. We believe in our products so much we back them
with a lifetime workmanship warranty. Official representative: OverlandGearGuy. Overland
Recovery Gear Bag. RCI is now a vendor on T4R. TreadWright is a Texas based manufacturer of
affordable, high-performance all terrain and mud terrain tires. All of our tires are made in the
USA with pride and an environmentally friendly process. When you buy from TreadWright you
are buying factory direct. Learn about our manufacturing process here. Official representative:
Gadget. Front Runner Outfitters. Official representative: Front Runner. Our mission is to give
you peace of mind and confidence to know your gear is organized and secured. Truck Brigade.
Truck Brigade is proud to be a leader within the overland industry and lifestyle. We make it a
point to exceed expectations wherever possible with the central focus being the customer. To
ensure that our customers receive the upmost satisfaction, we personally vet each product that
we carry to ensure it fulfills the criteria that is most important to our customers. We offer
legendary free shipping on most items, a best price guarantee, and in-house customer support
to ensure that our customers are well taken care of before, during, and well after the point of
purchase. Join the Brigade and embark on your next journey with confidence. Official
representative: Truck Brigade Crew. The original home of the PSD person storage device for
over 15 years. Orange Boxx is a custom fabrication shop that specializes in Molle Panels. We
strive for quality that will outlast the life of your vehicle. Our panels are all US made from the
best materials that will take whatever you throw at it. We cater to many different makes and
models of vehicles. All of our racks come standard with matte black powder coating at no extra
charge. But our love is in our custom racks. From simply changing the color to a fully custom
logo or design made special just for you. Why imitate when you can innovate. Official
representative: OrangeBoxxfab. Merry Christmas and a Happy Sherpa Equipment Co. Adventure
with Confidence. Industry leading modular storage systems for your vehicle. Official Site:
sherpaequipmentco. Official representative: SherpaEquipmentCo. Sherpa Equipment CO.
Toyota Parts Express. We currently ship our quality parts World Wide. Search for thousands of
factory original Toyota 4Runner parts for your vehicle. We understand the passion of 4Runner
owners about their pride and joy Our prices are low every day and our easy to use catalog
includes tune up parts, electrical parts and engine parts. We also sell TRD cold air intakes,
cargo mats and accessories that will be sure to fit your vehicle. We even have a "Search by VIN"
feature that drills right down to your specific vehicle model and trim. Offroading is who we are
and what we do, so even if you just want the looks you can rest assured your new armor is up
to the task to act the part. Our products are engineered in house from the ground up with ease
of use and strength our priority. All items are manufactured in our state of the art manufacturing
facility in Platteville Wisconsin using American machinery and American made steel. We look
forward to begin able to serve you. Official representative: traxman Phone : Rock Sliders!
All-Pro Off Road. We have been at the forefront of providing quality aftermarket parts for all the
popular Toyota 4x4s. When new models are released we are the first to develop the most
complete product lines available, which is probably why our products are often imitated, but
never duplicated! Official representative: All-Pro Off Road. All-Pro dealer Boss 4x4. RockAuto
has been providing our customers with high quality, low cost parts, since established in We
currently ship parts from over manufacturers to customers all over the World. The huge
selection of parts and the low prices in the RockAuto. The The RockAuto catalog also contains
a growing number of body parts: door handles, mirrors, sheet metal, bumper covers, even
carpets! Order online at Parts are conveniently delivered to your door. Have parts questions

that must be answered accurately? E-mail service rockauto. Official representative: RockAuto.
Total Automotive Performance. Along with our massive catalog and inventory, we work directly
with top manufacturers to develop, test and introduce new products to the market. Contact one
of our performance specialists here on the forum or by the methods below to discuss your
project today. Our team members are happy to help guide you to the right upgrades and have
years of experience to ensure you are getting the perfect part for your needs. We look forward
to working with you! Official representative: TotalAutomotiveLV. At Air Lift Company, we know
safety and comfort are your top priorities when you tow or haul. Air Lift load support products
are sold worldwide and are engineered to fit over vehicles. Our extensive product line offers air
helper springs for trucks, RVs, SUVs, CUVs and vans, and the most technologically advanced
on-board air compressor systems for on-the-go air spring control. Official representative:
airliftcompany. Lift 1. Located in New Jersey, Ultrarev Inc. We have gone from a standalone
shop to a well-established competitor in the industry. We sell a wide variety of products that can
suit the needs of any customer looking to upgrade their vehicle. We have an ever expanding
inventory that is updated daily with over manufacturers supplying it. With over , different
available products, there is something that everyone can use as an upgrade. Whether it is
suspension components, floor liners, or brake upgrades we can help support your off-roading
needs. We only offer the highest quality products available and to top things off we offer them
at the lowest prices possible. Contact: Call toll free at or email at sales ultrarev. Official
representative: ultrarevvin1. Stealth Custom Series. Choosing quality over quantity, our focus is
on limited-production and premium wheel models. We are as passionate about wheel design as
we are off-roading. We look forward to meeting you on dusty trails where we go to find
inspirations for the next SCS Models. Official representative: SCSPerformance. New Inventory
subscription High Tech Auto and Truck Center. Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will work
with you to find the perfect tires, wheels, lifts, lights, exhaust or any other automotive products
you desire to make your ride your own. But we do more than just auto customizations! Official
representative: Ducmonsta. Great Experience. Metal-tech 4x4. Metal-tech 4x4 specializes only in
Toyotas. We build the best quality steel products that are innovative and fully CAD engineered
for off road performance. Specializing in bumpers, sliders, and suspension Metal-tech 4x4 is
one of the few full time fully staffed commercial companies dedicated to serving the late model
Toyota community. Since our reputation for customer service is sterling. Metal-tech 4x4 has an
outstanding relationship with factory Toyota they have put us in their ads and continue to allow
us access to late model trucks for new product development. We support off road events all
over the US and Canada. We know suspension, bumpers, and sliders with outstanding
customer service. Contact : Official representatives: helocat and LT. Build an We are an
Off-Road friendly dealer and we enjoy supporting our fellow Toyota enthusiast. An important
point worth mention is the fact that we own and USE our Toyotas. Were here at Vandergriff
Toyota Internet Parts Own three highly modified 4th gen 4Runners, and we truly love what we
do. Bottom line, if you drive it and it says Toyota we like it. Lifted, lowered, locked,
supercharged, rusted, broken, no matter the T4R we support you and we will not turn you or
your vehicle away. FYI Products. Addicted Offroad. Addicted Offroad is a full service Parts,
Sales, and Fabrication company offering offroad parts for all makes and models. Official
representative: AddictedOffroad. Addicted Offroad's new 5th We specialize in Fabrication for
the Recreationally Insane! We have been around for more than 8 years building the best in
Toyota vehicle armor and offering top notch customer service. We offer mail order products for
1st and 2nd gen Tacomas and 3rd and 4th gen 4Runners along with custom fabrication for
many makes and models. Our business is expanding all the time so keep in contact as we begin
to offer new body armor for your ride. We are also a dealer for many off-road lighting,
suspension and recovery companies so give us a call to see what we can get for you.
Advertising Inquiries. Have a question regarding bulletin board software? Ask away. Know all
the answers? Answer away. Posting Pics. Mark Forums Read. Threads: ,, Posts: 3,,, Members: ,
Welcome to our newest member, KJEAmie All times are GMT The time now is PM. All company,
product, or service names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only
and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! If this is your
first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register
before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select
the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. Toyota 4Runner Forum. New Members
New T4R. Sponsor this forum. Upgrade to or wait by Matteblack Today PM. Off Topic Discuss
things of interest, not necessarily related to the T4R. Off-Roading Discussions related to
off-roading in the T4R modifications, techniques, etc. Gallery Post your Toyota 4Runner
pictures here. New cargo rack by Jerico Today PM. Polls Run polls on anything that interests
you. Dealers - Your Experience Help future buyers by talking about your experience with

particular dealers. Boslla Boslla designs and manufactures innovative automotive lighting
products to improve your night safety and fun driving experience. C4 Fabrication C4 Fabrication
specializes in heavy duty off road protection for your 4runner. Rago Fabrication Rago
Fabrication is a veteran family owned off-road product manufacturer. Battery Box by reelal
Today PM. Salex Organizers Salex Organizers designs and manufactures all products in
Colorado. VTXWheels VTXWheels is dedicated to providing the highest quality wheels with the
winning combination of a modern and unique design with elegant craftsmanship. A little about
us by mattshi93 PM. GarageTime Need DIY vehicle workspace or want to get paid for sharing
your garage with other enthusiasts? Raingler Raingler products will only use the highest caliber
and proven components in our products. Proline 4wd Equipment Proline 4wd Equipment was
establish in by a wheeler enthusiast that wanted 4x4 accessories that were not available to the
market at the time. Battle Born Offroad Battle Born Offroad is the Southwest's fast growing
offroad part supplier that is quickly becoming a leader in the aftermarket parts industry.
Venomrex Coming from over 15 years of experience in the automotive wheel industry Venomrex
was established to give adventurous and free-spirited drivers a brand to call their own. Baja
Designs 25 years ago, Baja Designs was founded with a passion and thirst for off road.
Victory4x4 Offering quality steel and aluminum goods for Toyota 4x4s, proudly designed and
fabricated in the USA. Overland Gear Guy Overland Gear Guy manufactures custom overland
gear including seat organizers, pouches, spare tire trash bags, recovery bag, visor organizers,
and much more. TreadWright TreadWright is a Texas based manufacturer of affordable,
high-performance all terrain and mud terrain tires. Truck Brigade Truck Brigade is proud to be a
leader within the overland industry and lifestyle. Sherpa Equipment Co Adventure with
Confidence. Rockauto RockAuto has been providing our customers with high quality, low cost
parts, since established in Air Lift At Air Lift Company, we know safety and comfort are your top
priorities when you tow or haul. Great Experience by Clarkie AM. Metal-tech 4x4 Metal-tech 4x4
specializes only in Toyotas. FYI Products by Mr. Edd PM. Addicted Offroad Addicted Offroad is
a full service Parts, Sales, and Fabrication company offering offroad parts for all makes and
models. American T4R Clubs click to view. Canadian T4R Clubs click to view. Site related.
Advertising Inquiries by admin PM. Posting Pics by hsteidinger AM. Links yabanc? Links by
GatorGreg AM. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now!
Become a Sponsor. Leave a Comment. While COVID has put a bit of a damper on things, in
normal times, there seem to be as many car shows and exhibitions in any given years as there
are types of vehicles â€” including, would you believe , Toyota Tercels! Most of these shows are
just for fun, the perfect excuse to meet and hang out with like-minded people. With that said,
knowing what to expect is half the battle. To put you at an advantage over other classic cars, we
have compiled a list of display tips to help you prepare for the exhibition. Not only does every
mile add up, but it also brings the risk of an accident, maintenance issues, and further
depreciation, all factors that make driving a risky proposition. A better alternative is for you to
make transportation arrangements to protect your investment but also to ensure that your
vintage car is intact and arrives at the exhibition in pristine condition. Start by checking for
dent, scratches, rust, or any blemishes. Through their evaluation of the vehicle, they will be able
to tell you if they notice anything you might have missed. In addition to that, you also want to
look for any missing components and make any small repairs or adjustments if needed.
Preparing the exterior of your car is a crucial step as well. So use the best cleaning materials,
preferably ones that the manufacturer recommends, and pack those cleaning supplies with you
when you go to the show. Now that your exterior is spotless, you want the interior of your car to
match it. The cleaning supplies you need vary based on the materials you need to clean, so do
your research beforehand. There was a time when you could add plus points to your cool factor
by simply owning a car with a four-on-the-floor. For decades every cool guy had to have a
4-speed manual transmission car. Every known car manufacturer had them, from the
Volkswagen Beetle to our favorite, the Toyota Tercel. The era of the 4-speed cars was ending
back in The once cool 4-speed vehicles were now being replaced by 5-speed once. The Toyota
Tercel is a reliable, no-frills car. It is a basic car and is absolutely the cheapest new car Toyota
sells. Although the 4-speed manual transmission came as the base-grade for the Tercel in the
models, buyers could still upgrade it. For two more years until , the Tercel was still made
available in the market. However, the versions for sale were only those with a five-speed manual
or a 3- or 4-speed automatic transmission. The Tercel was fitted also with a 1. The hallmarks of
Toyota as a leader in the auto car industry consist of quality, reliability, and longevity. Some of
which have ended up gaining a lot of popularity and acclaim from car enthusiasts. Below, in
chronological order, we list 5 of the most brilliantly unusual Toyotas ever made, so read on!
First introduced in Japan in , then in Europe in , then in the U. This is a subcompact car that
helped catapult the Toyota brand into the upper echelon of Japanese car manufacturers thanks

to a superior quality and handling capabilities. The first generation of the Tercel was
characterized by its 1. Hoping to correct this perception Toyota added a modified
rack-and-pinion design, a more centrally-located center of gravity, and a tighter transmission.
Released in , the Toyota GT was one of the few models that first gave Japan the competitive
edge in terms of designing cool, fast, and advances vehicles. With hp and a 2. This car put
Japan on the map as an esteemed leader in the Autocar industry. The Toyota Supra is a sports
car that was introduced in with the initial four generations being produced from until and the
fifth-generation resuming in The style and design were mainly inspired by the Toyota Celica,
though the Supra is much longer and wider. With horsepower and a 2. The Supra received a
drastic makeover in and more upgrades subsequently in and on. This large and robust vehicle
features four-wheel drive and is the biggest 4WD ever produced by Toyota. The resemblance
with the Hummer H1 is very striking, particularly in terms of design. Though there were a few
sold to civilians units to be exact. Scion xB is a compact car that was mainly targeted towards
youngsters. The initial van was a subcompact, came with a 5-door hatchback, and weighed less
than 2, pounds. After a slow launch in the spring of , Chevy sold more than Corsicas and
Berettas. Chevy must be congratulated for making the hatchback rear end so attractive, and the
complex shape of the glass makes it more like a notchback than a fastback, despite the large
glass area, the hatch opens easily, there is an inside cargo shade attached to the hatch which
can be quickly released. The floor itself is broad and deep with the seat being able to be folded,
making the back-sitting area into a large luggage rack, resembling that of a small station. The
Toyota Corolla has always been necessary transportation for essential people. It starts around
24, US dollars and runs at more than 50 miles per gallon with a relatively decent amount of
interior room. The trunk is fitted with a light bar and given the price specs, and it is a great
feature. The seats are designed to make your ride very comfortable, and they are installed with
soft multicoloured canvases. On the front row, the dashboard is constructed using attractive,
sleek designs, and the passenger side, there are no function buttons apart from the climate
vent. Under the hood is a 1. There is a prominent place in the car world for vehicles like this,
which are great family cars in the middle-income group. Tercelonline is created by two high
school friends who â€”
2006 ford escape exhaust system diagram
2008 vulcan
ford sport trucks
through no fault of their own â€” happened upon the purchase of very similar red hatchback
Tercels way back in the golden years of grunge. While the production of these vehicles stopped
back in , these hardy sub-compacts are still running for the guys, and so is their dream of new
production models from Toyota. Here they share any news, articles, mods, and viewer pictures
of the millions of Tercels, Corrolas and Corsicas built over the many years of production. Enjoy
our new blog and of course, the forum. Tercel Online. Leave a Comment Posted on February 21,
Leave a Comment Posted on January 20, Leave a Comment Posted on December 1, Leave a
Comment Posted on June 15, Leave a Comment Posted on June 5, Leave a Comment Posted on
June 4, Leave a Comment Posted on June 2, Welcome To TercelOnline Tercelonline is created
by two high school friends who â€” through no fault of their own â€” happened upon the
purchase of very similar red hatchback Tercels way back in the golden years of grunge.

